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J. Becher & Associates Acquires Pro-Tech Security Systems, Inc. 
J. Becher & Associates took a large stride in efforts to expand operations and capabilities with the acquisition 

of 27-year low voltage contractor veteran Pro-Tech Security Systems, Inc. 

 

April 8th, 2022 – J. Becher & Associates announces the acquisition of Osseo based low voltage contractor, 
Pro-Tech Security Systems, Inc. “J. Becher & Associates is proud to be the company Sean Mazzei picked to 
carry on his legacy” says J. Becher & Associates founder, Jerry Becher. 

   

Sean Mazzei, President/CEO of Pro-Tech Security Systems, Inc., has owned Pro-Tech since 1995, and brought 
on technician Shane Peterson in March of 2007. Ultimately, the duo decided it was in the companies best 
interest to bring their skillset to J. Becher & Associates.  

 

The low voltage contractor for residential, commercial and industrial properties brings to JBA a variety of 
servicing expertise such as security systems, security cameras (CCTV), home theater, control access systems, 
whole house audio and structured wiring. “Pro-Tech is a great company whose core values align well with 
ours,” Becher says. “The growth should be seamless.” 

 

About J. Becher & Associates 

Since 1987, our mission has remained the same: quality workmanship, innovative design, and thoughtful 
customer service throughout all phases of a project, ensuring that your home is set up for long-term electrical 
performance. J. Becher & Assoc. is a full-service electrical and low-voltage contractor specializing in 
commercial, industrial, and residential electrical systems and electronic integration solutions. We specialize in 
full service residential electrical service and installation, commercial and industrial, CAD design and build, low 
voltage/integrated systems, service and maintenance. We focus on personal, conscientious support, service 
and quality products for homeowners, custom home builders, contractors, and business owners. Additional 
information about J. Becher & Associates can be found by visiting: www.jbecher.com  
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